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safely carry the loads to which they will be subjected.
37.    All handholes and manholes shall be of ample size, well fitted, and so constructed as to be readily opened and closed.
38.    Priming  and   draining pipes  and  valves shall be provided for filling and emptying the pump chambers.
39.     The condensers must safely stand all work-  Condenser, ing stresses to which they maybe subjected, without leakage or weakness of any description.
40.    The   condensers   shall   be   constructed to Examination*
*.-....             ,                  -        ,,                  .                   and Repairs.
give ample facilities and space for the examination, insertion and withdrawal of tubes and packing of joints. The tubes must be provided with perfectly tight and easily removable packings, allowing for expansion and contraction, without injury or leakage.
41.     The condensers shall be so arranged that the amount of water passing through, or condensing surface, can be adjusted to-suit varying temperatures.
42.     Arrangement   must  be   made for  proper distribution and circulation of the exhaust steam and condensing water on the cooling surfaces of the condenser, without injurious impingement of the steam or condensing water.
43.     All glands and washers used in the condensers shall be made of composition ; all bolts and nuts (except stay bolts) used inside the condensers shall be made of Tobin bronze.
44.     The condensers must be provided with all necessary auxiliary pipes, valves and tanks.
45.     The  hot well shall be set at the highest  "»«w«n. elevation in the pit which the design of the engines
will permit.
46.     There shall he effectual means and appa-tus provided for the separation of grease and oil from the condensed water before it is fed to the boilers.
47.     The suction and discharge pipes shall be sj'^!!J!,f?en thirty inches in diameter.                                              i>p».'Ufcr
48.     For each  engine   there shall be a single suction or inlet pipe, which shall be attached to the gate   valve,   furnished   by   the   City   of  St.  Louis, shown in the plans of the pump pits.
49.     The discharge pipe  for  each engine shall be carried up to an elevation of 113,6, and then horizontally through and to a distance of two feet from the outside of the pump pit wall,   and shall be provided with a drilled flange for connection to pump main.
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